[Influence of various types of anesthesia in oncosurgical practice on immune parameters].
The aim of investigation is to reveal dependence of indicators of a phagocytes-macrophageal link and cytokine regulation at the operated patients with malignant new growths from a way of anesthesia. 274 patients with a gastroenteric cancer which was exposed to radical operative interventions with use of various ways of anesthesia (total intravenous, inhalation and intravenous-epidural) are surveyed. Existence of dependence of indicators of a phagocytes link of immunity and cytokine regulation from a way of surgical anesthesia at oncological patients is revealed. Most the imbalance of the studied phagocytes and cytokine mechanisms was shown at total intravenous, in the smallest--at combined intravenous epidural anesthesia that serves one of factors for the recommendation of its priority use in oncosurgical practice.